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Preface

Build students’ management confidence by helping students not only learn management concepts but also develop a target skill in each chapter.

Applying Management Concepts

Each chapter opens with a Challenge Case that presents a company facing a particular challenge relevant to the topic of the chapter.

CHALLENGE CASE

Diverse Employees Contribute to GE Lighting’s Bright Future

Despite the common assumption that manufacturing jobs are disappearing, manufacturing companies face hiring challenges. As experienced workers retire and technology advances, businesses need bright, hard-working employees who are comfortable with technology. GE Lighting is tapping the potential of the "millennial generation," workers born between 1982 and 2000. According to general manager Ron Wilson, the share of millennials among his manufacturing engineers and managers has doubled. The company is smoothing the way by preparing these employees to succeed. Its two-year leadership training program gives operations employees challenging assignments and brings them into contact with senior management. At the level of factory floor workers, the company partners with local com-

At the end of each chapter is the Challenge Case Summary, where students read about how the company manager(s) used the concepts presented in the chapter to address the challenge.

and building cooperation, are important at all levels of management.

More recently, management skills have been viewed in terms of the challenges carried out by managers.

Quincey and other managers typically perform task-related, people-related, and change-related activities. Task-related activities require skills in short-term planning, clarifying objectives, and monitoring performance. People-related activities require skills in encouraging employees, providing recognition for accomplishments, developing skills in others, consulting others when making decisions, and empowering employees to solve problems. Change-related activities require skills in monitoring the organization's environment, proposing new ideas, encouraging innovation, and taking necessary risks.

The Challenge Case describes how John Quincey has progressed through his career in management and the challenges of being a top manager. A career is a sequence of work-related positions over the course of a person's life. Also, in his progression to the top position at Coke, he has embodied the six management employability skills. He has demonstrated his expertise in communication, critical thinking, creativity, collaboration, knowledge application, and ethics and social responsibility. We have not yet seen the end of Quincey's career, but his path so far illustrates how a hardworking, goal-oriented person can develop skills by successfully taking on challenging positions that offer opportunities to learn more about a company's products, customers, and
Tips for Managing Around the Globe, Steps for Success, and Practical Challenge callouts highlight practical applications of management concepts.

TIPS FOR MANAGING AROUND THE GLOBE

Making the Most of International Experience

People assume that international experience will open up opportunities for managers. Certainly, if employees and customers live in different countries, familiarity with those cultures should be a big plus. For example, Andrew Gamertsfelder credited his marketing internships in Brazil with helping him land a job working for Stryker Orthopaedics in Brazil after he graduated from the University of Pittsburgh. And when the staffing firm Robert Half surveyed chief financial officers in the United States, 82 percent said international experience is important for accounting and financial managers.

Steps for Success

Developing Human Skills

At SAS America, Thomas Lynch’s management career had stalled. Lynch, who specializes in sales support, had an excellent record of helping customers solve problems, but he was not getting key assignments or promotions. He brought the issue to his superiors, who pointed to his human skills: Although he was a great problem solver and well liked, he came across as lacking ambition. With coaching and practice, Lynch learned to pick opportunities to offer his expertise.

As Lynch learned, looking for the ability to set priorities, a positive attitude, and the ability to function well as part of a team. Here are some ways to build human skills:22
- Ask colleagues what you do well and what behaviors they would like to see improve.
- Learn to control your emotions. Notice what triggers a reaction, and practice ways to be calm in those situations.
- Get expert advice—seek help from a career coach.

Practical Challenge: Attaining Goals

Michael Hoffman Achieves User Satisfaction at New York Passport Agency

To see how managers can contribute to attaining goals, consider Michael Hoffman, who works for the State Department as regional director of the New York Passport Agency. The busy facility he directs, on Hudson Street in New York City, is one of only 17 where people may pick up their passports if they are traveling within 14 days. Therefore, many clients are under stress; perhaps an emergency came up overseas, or they discovered at the airport that the passport had expired. Hoffman’s goal is to serve clients efficiently, fulfilling their requests to the extent allowed.

Hoffman uses the resources under his control. He organizes waiting rooms and plans the flow of clients for maximum efficiency. He must use the State Department’s software but has discretion to promote and discipline agents according to their performance. Strong leadership builds dedicated staff members who are committed to helping clients, even working in unheated offices after Hurricane Sandy in 2012. Hoffman’s goal-oriented management has helped create an agency that scores 4.5 out of 5 stars on the Yelp consumer ratings website, far ahead of other government agencies.16
Each chapter references assignable exercises in MyLab Management like branching, scenario-based **Try It! Mini Sims** and **Watch It! Videos** about real companies to provide even more opportunities for students to apply the concepts they are learning to real-world situations.

**MyLab Management Try It**

If your instructor has assigned this activity, go to www.pearson.com/mylab/management to complete the Mini Sim.

**Older Workers**   Older workers are a significant and valuable component of the workforce. Approximately 16 million Americans over 55 years of age are employed or looking for work. Older workers are becoming an important labor force component. From 2002 to 2007, progressively fewer younger employees were available for hire because of the slow population growth between 1975 and 1985. During this same period, the pool of older workers available for hire increased faster than that of any other age segment and comprised more than 19 percent of the labor market.  

Anticipating this simultaneous shortage of younger workers and increase in the number of older workers in the labor market, many managers have recommended that now is the time to start recruiting older workers. Successful tactics for recruiting older workers include asking for referrals from current employees, using employment agencies, contacting local senior citizens community groups, and surveying members of various churches.  

Advantages of hiring older workers include their willingness to work nontraditional hours, their ability to serve as mentors, and their strong work ethic. Disadvantages of older workers might include their lack of technology experience and possible increase in ethical costs to the organization due to their health-care needs. Once hired, management must focus on meeting the needs of older workers. For example, management must understand that issues such as job preferences and that the personal needs of older versus younger workers are normally different. As a result, management may have to take steps to meet the needs of the two different groups of workers, however, and will help management retain older workers and encourage older workers to be productive as possible.

**Stereotypes and Prejudices**   Older workers face some specific challenges because of managers’ views of older people. Stereotypes and prejudices linger about their reliability, inexperience, and lack of worth in the labor market. Jeffrey Sonnenfeld, expert on senior executives and older workers, compiled research findings for an article on older employees. He found that managers view older workers as “wood” and seek to “weed them out” through pension incentives, biased performance reviews, and other methods.  

Sonnenfeld’s compilation of research indicates that even though older managers are more cautious, less likely to take risks, and less open to change than younger managers, many are high performers. Studies that tracked individuals’ careers over the long term conclude that a peak in performance occurs at about age 45 to 50, and a second peak occurs at about age 55 to 60. Performance in some fields (e.g., sales) either improves with age or does not significantly decline.

somewhat effective despite being inefficient if demand for the finished goods is so high that the manager can get an extremely high price per unit sold and thus absorb inefficiency costs. Thus, a manager can be effective without being efficient, and vice versa. To maximize organizational success, however, both effectiveness and efficiency are essential.

**MyLab Management Watch It**

If your instructor has assigned this activity, go to www.pearson.com/mylab/management to complete the video exercise.

As an example of achieving efficiency and effectiveness, consider Telstra Corporation, Australia’s largest telecommunications company. Like its counterparts around the world, Telstra faces the challenges of a changing industry in which mobile phones are fast becoming more popular than the landline business on which Telstra built its fortunes. To survive, Telstra is scrambling to create a nimble management team and prune the bureaucracy that slows down decision-making and internal operations. In a recent reorganization of his executive team, Telstra CEO David Thodey created four groups—customer sales and support, product and marketing innovation, operations, and corporate support—all focused on effectiveness: getting more competitive while also attracting and retaining customers.
Personal Inventory Assessments, assignable in MyLab Management, are recommended by the authors in every chapter. These assessments provide immediate results to develop professionalism and awareness of oneself and others, giving students the skills necessary for their future career.

Developing Management Skills

Target Skill and Skill and Your Career at the opening of each chapter focus on managerial skills that employers most value in job candidates. Students can develop these skills by completing specially designed, innovative learning activities, which appear both in the text and through MyLab Management.

Management Skills Exercises provide additional discussion questions to dig into the Challenge Case and a second, short case to help students better understand how concepts apply to companies and their challenges.
Three **Experiential Exercises** are featured at the end of each chapter. The first type helps students use active learning, frequently in groups, to develop knowledge and skills specific to chapter content. The second, **You and Your Career**, is an exercise that asks students to reflect on chapter content to help them better understand how to manage their careers. The third type, **Building Your Management Skills Portfolio** activities, use real company examples and data points to help students demonstrate the management knowledge and skill acquired in that chapter.
What’s New to This Edition

NEW! Management Skill and Your Career
Helps students understand the relationship between each chapter’s Target Skill and future employability.

UPDATED! Reorganized Table of Contents
Reflects the changing importance placed on Entrepreneurship and Creativity and Innovation due to research on what companies are seeking in applicants.

- Management and Entrepreneurship chapter (formally Appendix 2) is now Chapter 2.
- Creativity and Innovation chapter (formally Appendix 3) is now Chapter 6.

NEW! Employability & Employability Skills
Consistent with our traditional pragmatic focus on concepts and skills, a new theme has been added on what it means to be employable and developing related skills.

NEW! Chapter-Opening Challenge Cases & Chapter-Ending Challenge Case Summaries
Half of the Challenge Cases and Challenge Case Summaries are new to this edition, including new cases on Netflix, Walt Disney Company, and Domino’s Pizza.

NEW! Chapter-Ending Cases
Half of the Chapter-Ending Cases are new to this edition, including a new case on Fox News and CNN.

NEW! Experiential Exercises
Half of the chapter-ending experiential exercises are new to this edition. Exercises focus on topics like conducting feasibility studies, managing Generation Z, and understanding cultures in other countries.

Half of the highlights are new to this edition. New features focus on topics like P&G’s Integrity Statement, interviewing recruits at Home Depot, and China’s efforts to implement sustainable agricultural practices.

NEW AND UPDATED! Research Updates
Each chapter topic was thoroughly reviewed for timeliness of cited research, with endnotes being modified as necessary. Topics now include, for example, employability, self-managed teams, organization development, and workplace bullying.

Chapter-by-Chapter Changes

Introduction to Modern Management

Chapter 1: Introducing Modern Management: Concepts and Skills
- Updated with new Highlight: Management Skill and Your Career
- New chapter coverage on employability skills and highlights about top-paid executives
- New Challenge Case discusses Coca-Cola’s new CEO, James Quincey
• New end-of-chapter case features Doze Mattresses and the challenges of managing a start-up business
• New Experiential Exercise related to conceptual skills
• New You and Your Career activity delves into managing older generations of workers

Chapter 2: Management and Entrepreneurship: Handling Start-Ups and New Ventures
• New Chapter Placement: Moved to front of book to emphasize entrepreneurship early in course
• New Highlight: Entrepreneurship Skill and Your Career
• New Challenge Case, Professor Becomes Restaurateur, focuses on start-ups
• New Experiential Exercise focuses on conducting a feasibility study
• New You and Your Career looks at hiring decisions
• New Building Your Management Skills Portfolio activity discusses the entrepreneurship process

Modern Management Challenges
Chapter 3: Society, Ethics, and Sustainability
• New Highlight: Social Responsibility Skill and Your Career
• New chapter coverage on tracking sustainability goals
• New Challenge Case addresses how IKEA builds on its commitment to the environment
• New Tips for Managing Around the Globe focuses on China’s efforts to implement more sustainable agricultural practices
• New Steps for Success is about P&G’s integrity statement
• New Practical Challenge emphasizes sustainability at Mars
• New end-of-chapter case on whistle-blowing at Wells Fargo

Chapter 4: Management and Diversity
• New Highlight: Diversity Skill and Your Career
• New chapter coverage on EEOC and related case settlements
• New Tips for Managing Around the Globe that looks at Deloitte UK
• New Steps for Success discusses Generation Z
• New Practical Challenge examines Pinterest’s hiring goals for a more diverse workforce
• New Challenge Case discusses how diverse employees contribute to GE Lighting’s bright future
• New end-of-chapter case on Fox News and CNN’s racial discrimination lawsuits
• New Experiential Exercise explores difficulty of managing Generation Z
• New You and Your Career emphasizes discrimination

Chapter 5: Managing in the Global Arena
• New Highlight: Global Management Skill and Your Career
• New chapter coverage of foreign investment in the United States, U.S. investment abroad, nonverbal gestures and different cultures, and the United Kingdom exiting the European Union
• New Challenge Case discusses the phenomenal growth of KFC in China
• New Experiential Exercise considers understanding other cultures
• New You and Your Career examines moving a firm to Brazil.
• New Building Your Management Skills Portfolio addresses challenges of working abroad

Chapter 6: Creativity and Innovation
• New Chapter Placement: Moved to front of book to emphasize this topic earlier in course
• New Highlight: Creativity and Innovation Skill and Your Career
• New Challenge Case: Olde Peninsula Brings Brewpub Innovation to Kalamazoo
• New end-of-chapter case focuses on autonomous vehicles
• New Experiential Exercise uses student experiences in their principles of management course to gain insight about how creativity and innovation can have an impact on the effectiveness of training environments
• New You and Your Career emphasizes creative ways to enhance résumés
Planning

Chapter 7: Plans and Planning Tools
• New Highlight: Planning Skill and Your Career
• New example illustrates how Mitsubishi Electric constructed a new training facility
• New Steps for Success feature reviews tips for creating a budget
• New end-of-chapter case showcases how Gillette is battling Dollar Shave Club

Chapter 8: Making Decisions
• New Highlight: Decision-Making Skill and Your Career
• New Practical Challenge features Ford deciding to cancel building a Mexican auto factory
• New Building Your Management Skills Portfolio examines the decision making in solving a restaurant problem

Chapter 9: Strategic Planning: Strategies, Tactics, and Competitive Dynamics
• New Highlight: Strategic Planning Skill and Your Career
• New Tips for Managing Around the Globe explores Ryanair’s cost leadership strategy
• New Experiential Exercise focuses on applying Porter’s model to Burger King
• New Building Your Management Skills Portfolio activity examines strategic issues at Newell Brands

Organizing

Chapter 10: Fundamentals of Organizing
• New Highlight: Organizing Skill and Your Career
• New Tips for Managing Around the Globe shows how a French law bans work e-mail after hours
• New You and Your Career explores working in a flat versus tall organization structure
• New Building Your Management Skills Portfolio examines coordination and span of management

Chapter 11: Responsibility, Authority, and Delegation
• New Highlight: Responsibility and Delegation Skill and Your Career
• New Challenge Case examines Hy-Vee Supermarkets and manager autonomy
• New Steps for Success provides tips for delegating tasks
• New end-of-chapter case reviews Warby Parker permitting employees to choose their own projects
• New Experiential Exercise discusses centralization versus decentralization at Dairy Queen
• New You and Your Career emphasizes job descriptions
• New Building Your Management Skills Portfolio illustrates delegation at Etsy

Chapter 12: Human Resource Management
• New Highlight: Human Resource Management Skill and Your Career
• New Challenge Case discusses Netflix revamping its human resource function
• New Steps for Success gives tips for being an effective interviewer
• New Practical Challenge illustrates how Home Depot conducts interviews
• New end-of-chapter case looks at Disney using social media to recruit employees
• New Building Your Management Skills Portfolio illustrates conducting a human resource audit at Gold Star Chili

Chapter 13: Changing Organizations: Stress, Conflict, and Virtuality
• New Highlight: Organizational Change Skill and Your Career
• New chapter coverage of IBM and Yahoo! moving from virtual work arrangements back to traditional office settings
• New Experiential Exercise discusses change agents in a campus organization
• New You and Your Career focuses on stress reduction
Influencing

Chapter 14: Influencing and Communication

- New Highlight: Communication Skill and Your Career
- New Practical Challenge: Google's Emotional Intelligence Course
- New Tips for Managing Around the Globe: Cross-Cultural Communication
- New Steps for Success: Crafting an Elevator Speech
- New end-of-chapter case: Houston Zoo Improves Internal Communication
- New You and Your Career discusses the use of mobile devices across different generations
- New Building Your Management Skills Portfolio examines Radisson Hotels

Chapter 15: Leadership

- New Highlight: Leadership Skill and Your Career
- New Challenge Case: Bain & Company's CEO, Bob Bechek, Leads the Team
- New Tips for Managing Around the Globe: Adapting Your Leadership Style in Other Cultures
- New Steps for Success: Tips for Establishing a Coaching Program
- New Practical Challenge: How Mary Barra, GM's CEO, Meets the Leadership Challenge
- New Experiential Exercise explores leaders consulting with employees when making decisions
- New Building Your Management Skills Portfolio discusses Don Blankenship, former president of the Upper Big Branch Mine, losing 29 miners in an industrial accident

Chapter 16: Motivation

- New Highlight: Motivation Skill and Your Career
- New Challenge Case focuses on how Disney motivates employees
- New Practical Challenge: How The Home Depot Recognizes Employees
- New Tips for Managing Around the Globe: Motivating Employees from Other Cultures
- New Steps for Success: Tips for Disciplining Employees Effectively

Chapter 17: Groups and Teams

- New Highlight: Team Skill and Your Career
- New chapter coverage on collaboration and effective work teams
- New Practical Challenge: How Momchil Kyurkchiev Builds Teams at Leanplum
- New You and Your Career exercise focusing on cross-functional teams

Chapter 18: Building Organization Culture

- New Highlight: Organization Culture Skill and Your Career
- New Steps for Success: Tips on Writing a Values Statement
- New Practical Challenge: Southwest Airlines Celebrates Its Organization Culture
- New You and Your Career feature focusing on an ideal organization culture

Controlling

Chapter 19: Controlling, Information, and Technology

- New Highlight: Controlling Skill and Your Career
- New Challenge Case highlighting how Domino's uses technology
- New end-of-chapter case emphasizes how Metal helps buyers try on clothes with virtual models
- New Experiential Exercise illustrates controlling instructional programs in organizations by having students reflect on personal experiences in their principles of management courses
PREFACE

- New You and Your Career emphasizes the role of information and technology in career building

Chapter 20: Production and Control
- New Highlight: Production Skill and Your Career
- New Challenge Case on Tesla increasing production while improving quality
- New end-of-chapter case examines new layout strategy at Cheddar’s restaurant
- New Experiential Exercise illustrates calculating a break-even point
- New You and Your Career explores production versus service environments
- New Building Management Skills Portfolio focuses on material controls in a manufacturing setting

Appendix 1
Managing: History and Current Thinking
- New Highlight: Comprehensive Management Skill and Your Career
- New Challenge Case focuses on Alan Mulally emphasizing innovation at Ford Motor Company
- New Practical Challenge highlight discusses how Bank of America redesigned work areas
- New Steps for Success highlights tips for better understanding employees
- New Tips for Managing Around the Globe describes crowdfunding at IBM
- New end-of-appendix case focuses on managing UPS in an Internet economy

MyLab Management

Reach every student by pairing this text with MyLab Management
MyLab is the teaching and learning platform that empowers you to reach every student. By combining trusted author content with digital tools and a flexible platform, MyLab personalizes the learning experience and improves results for each student. Learn more about MyLab Management at www.pearson.com/mylab/management.

- Deliver trusted content: You deserve teaching materials that meet your own high standards for your course. That’s why we partner with highly respected authors to develop interactive content and course-specific resources that you can trust—and that keep your students engaged.
  - And with Mini Sims, students can apply course concepts and develop decision-making skills through real-world business challenges.

- Empower each learner: Each student learns at a different pace. Personalized learning pinpoints the precise areas where each student needs practice, giving all students the support they need—when and where they need it—to be successful.
  - The Study Plan gives students personalized recommendations, practice opportunities, and learning aids to help them stay on track.

- Teach your course your way: Your course is unique. Whether you’d like to build your own assignments, teach multiple sections, or set prerequisites, MyLab gives you the flexibility to easily create your course to fit your needs.
  - Choose from a library of Personal Inventory Assessments to promote self-reflection and engagement in students, helping them better understand management concepts.

- Improve student results: When you teach with MyLab, student performance improves. That’s why instructors have chosen MyLab for over 15 years, touching the lives of over 50 million students.
Instructor Teaching Resources

This program comes with the following teaching resources:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Supplements available to instructors at <a href="http://www.pearsonhighered.com">www.pearsonhighered.com</a></th>
<th>Features of the Supplement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Instructor’s Resource Manual authored by Julie Boyles from Portland State University | • Chapter-by-chapter summaries  
• Chapter outlines with teaching notes  
• Additional individual assignments and group exercises  
• Case discussion notes  
• Solutions to all questions and exercises in the book |
| Test Bank authored by Carol Heeter from Ivy Tech Community College | 1,890 multiple-choice, true/false, and essay questions with these annotations:  
• Learning Objective  
• AACSB learning standard (Written and Oral Communication; Ethical Understanding and Reasoning; Analytical Thinking; Information Technology; Interpersonal Relations and Teamwork; Diverse and Multicultural Work Environments; Reflective Thinking; Application of Knowledge)  
• Difficulty level (Easy, Moderate, Challenging)  
• Classification (Critical Thinking, Concept, Application, Analytical, or Synthesis) |
| TestGen® Computerized Test Bank | TestGen allows instructors to:  
• Customize, save, and generate classroom tests  
• Edit, add, or delete questions from the Test Bank  
• Analyze test results  
• Organize a database of tests and student results |
| PowerPoint Presentation authored by Rusty Juban from Southeastern Louisiana University | Presents basic outlines and key points from each chapter  
Slides meet accessibility standards for students with disabilities. Features include but are not limited to:  
• Keyboard and Screen Reader access  
• Alternative text for images  
• High color contrast between background and foreground colors |
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